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Comment on “Simplest Possible Self-Organized
Critical System”

Flyvbjerg [1] discusses a simplification of the wel
known sandpile automaton models [2] that contain on
two degrees of freedom, namely, the number of partic
in the pile and the number of particles in the avalanch
This system is characterized by two parameters, the nu
ber of dynamical sitesN and the number of absorbing
sites M. The author finds a mean field distribution o
avalanche sizesPstd , t23y2 known from a number of
related systems (see Refs. [10–13] in [1]). Life, how
ever, can be more dangerous than in mean field the
This follows from the solution of the full dynamics we
report here. In the scaling limitN ¿ 1 and for small ef-
fective absorptionm ; My

p
N , we obtain the asymptotic

avalanche size distribution

Pstd ,
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with k  lns8pm2d, in excellent agreement with the nu
merical results shown in Fig. 1(a). While the power la
still holds for avalanches of sizet & N, surprising effects
arise for large avalanches: the number of avalanches
sizeN & t & Nym is approximately constant and there
fore drasticallyincreasedover the power law behavior
Only very large avalanches of sizet * Nym are expo-
nentially suppressed. Hence, the avalanche distributio
dominated by large events, and only a small fraction of t
avalanches falls into the power law regimePstd , t23y2.

For large systems, the time evolution of avalanches
governed by coupled Langevin equations in the variab
x andy . 0 (describing the rescaled number of particle
in the pile and in the avalanche, respectively), or by t
equivalent Fokker-Planck equation (7) of [1].

For small values ofm, a typical avalanche starting
from a pile of sizex  x0 either terminates after a time
t & N (while it is still dominated by the diffusion term)

FIG. 1. Distribution of (a) avalanche sizest for m  0.01
and (b) pile sizesx between avalanches form  0.005,
compared to the predictions of Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively
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or grows up to a maximum sizeymax ø x0. The sub-
sequent decay of these large avalanches evolves aro
the trajectoryxstd  0, ystd  x0 2 mtyN with fluctu-
ationsdx, dy of order 1. Hence, a large avalanche is ty
ically trapped in the system for a timet  Nx0ym; only
rare fluctuations may lead to an earlier end. To ma
this picture more quantitative, we use the representa
of the avalanche dynamics as a perturbed harmonic
cillator with a slowly moving center; see Eq. (11) of [1
At times t & N, the harmonic potential can be neglect
over the diffusion term, and the avalanche time distrib
tion Pstd , t23y2 is simply the probability of the first re-
turn of a diffusion path to the boundaryy  0 [3]. At
later times, this return probability is dominated by th
ground state of the perturbed harmonic oscillator. F
fixed center, this problem is well known in the context
two-dimensional electron gases in a magnetic field [4] a
the quantum Hall effect. In the adiabatic limitm ø 1,
one obtains the approximate time distribution
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of large avalanches starting from a pile of sizex0 * 1.

The next step is to calculate the steady-state distri
tion psxd of pile sizesbetweenavalanches, which is dy
namically coupled to the distributioñps yd during large
avalanches. Solving the resulting system of two fir
order differential equations, one has for smallm (up to
a normalization constant)

psxd , exp
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which fits the numerical data of Fig. 1(b) perfectly. I
contrast to the conjecture of [1],psxd is not purely Gauss-
ian. Finally, the time distribution of large avalanches
Eq. (1) is given by

R
ssx0dpsx0dPas

x0
stddx0, wheressx0d ,

x0 is the probability that a large avalanche starts from
pile of sizex0. This integral can be evaluated in a sadd
point approximation.

To summarize, system-wide fluctuations beyond
reach of mean field theory can dominate even the simp
self-organized critical dynamics. It remains to be se
whether similar effects exist in more realistic models.
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